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ABSTRACT 
We compare the convergence properties of two iterative algorithms for solving 
equality-constrained least-squares problems. The first algorithm, due to Barlow, 
Nichols, and Plemmons, applies a variation of the conjugate-gradient algorithm to a 
symmetric positive definite system which is smaller than the original problem. The 
second, block accelerated overrelaxation, is a two-parameter generalization of block 
SOR. Barlow, Nichols, and Plemmons have proven that their order-reducing conju- 
gate-gradient algorithm converges faster than block SOR. We extend their result to 
show that the algorithm is also superior to block AOR. Numerical experiments on 
some structural engineering problems support the analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our interest is the solution of the equality-constrained least-squares 
problem, or problem LSE: given an m, X n matrix E, an m2 X n matrix G, 
an m, X 1 vector b, and an m2 X 1 vector c, 
minimize ((Gy - c((a such that Ey = b . (1) 
We will assume that E has full row rank, so b is in the range of E and 
the problem has at least one solution. We will also require that the nullspaces 
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of E and G intersect trivially (or, equivalently, that ’ has full column 
[ I 
rank), guaranteeing that the solution is unique. Finally, w”, presume that the 
matrices are large and sparse, so that it is plausible to consider iterative 
algorithms. 
A number of essentially equivalent formulations of LSE will prove 
helpful: 
CONSTRAINED MINIMIZATION PROBLEM. Let F=GTG and s= -GTc. 
Note that ]]Gy - cl]; = yTFy +2yrs + cTc, and that the term crc has no 
effect on the value of y at which the quantity is minimized. Hence, LSE is 
equivalent to the problem 
minimize yTFy + 2 yTs such that Ey = b. (2) 
KUHN-TUCKER FORMULATION. Introduce the Lagrange multiplier A and 
the residual r = c - Gy. Then solving LSE amounts to finding y, r, and A 
satisfying 
E 0 0 
G 1 0 
0 GT ET 
Y b 111 [Ir = c A 0 (3) 
SADDLE-POINT FORMULATION. Introduce the Lagrange multiplier /.L into 
the constrained minimization formulation. Then one can find y satisfying (2) 
by solving 
(4) 
The multiplier /_L is related to h in the Kuhn-Tucker equations by I_L = - A. 
The motivating example is the static analysis of engineering structures: 
given a large structure subjected to an external load, find the internal forces 
at equilibrium. When the problem is modeled using the force method (see, 
for example, [S]), the constraint Ey = b captures the fact that the forces sum 
to zero at any node in the structure (the equilibrium condition). The vector y 
represents the unknown internal forces, b is the vector of external loads, and 
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E (commonly called the equilibrium matrix) is determined by the shape and 
connectivity of the structure. The vector - A represents the nodal displace- 
ments. We seek the particular solution to the constraint which minimizes the 
complementary energy; the matrix F, which helps define the energy func- 
tional, is determined by the material properties of the elements in the 
structure. In a rigid bar truss, F is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal 
entries determined by Hooke’s law (see Strang [lS]). In more general 
structures, F is block-diagonal, with one small block for every element in the 
structure. The blocks in F are always symmetric nonnegative definite, and 
are symmetric positive definite when all elements behave elastically (see, 
for example, Przemieniecki [16]). U n ess 1 the elements are prestressed, the 
vectors c and s are zero in this application. 
Static analysis of engineering structures is but one example of a more 
general physical principle at work. Minimizing an energy functional subject 
to an equilibrium constraint is a central idea throughout the physical sciences 
(see Strang [17, IS]), so ro p bl em LSE in its various forms has a wide range of 
applications. In most cases, the mathematical models associated with these 
applications satisfy the assumptions under which we proceed. 
Both of the algorithms we consider begin with a modified form of the 
Kuhn-Tucker equations, in which the diagonal blocks are square, nonsingu- 
lar, and easily invertible (see Section 2 below). The first algorithm, which we 
call Algorithm BNP, was initially proposed and analyzed by Barlow, Nichols, 
and Plemmons [l]. The authors rewrite the modified Kuhn-Tucker system by 
applying block Gauss elimination, isolating a symmetric positive definite 
subproblem in the process. They then apply a variant of the conjugate- 
gradient algorithm to this subproblem, generating at each iteration an 
approximation to the original unknown y. The algorithm is dimension- or 
order-reducing in the sense that the subproblem involves fewer unknowns 
than problem LSE itself. The second algorithm, known as block accelerated 
overrelaxation or AOR [7], is a two-parameter generalization of block SOR. 
Barlow, Nichols, and Plemmons [I], extending work by Freund [6], have 
shown that BNP applied to problem LSE is superior to block SOR in 
a certain well-defined sense. However, Papadopoulou, Saridakis, and 
Papatheodorou [13] argue that under certain technical conditions, a three- 
block version of AOR may outperform the most important version of block 
SOR (see Section 3). Our goal here is to extend the work in [l] and [6], 
proving that BNP is superior to block AOR as well. 
Section 2 introduces algorithm BNP as it is derived in [l], and summa- 
rizes some of its properties. In Section 3, we overview the SOR and AOR 
algorithms. The main result is the subject of the next two sections: in Section 
4, we prove that BNP applied to ordinary least-squares problems is superior 
to block AOR, then extend the result to constrained problems in Section 5. In 
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Section 6 we provide some numerical experiments comparing the algorithms 
on structural engineering problems, and offer some concluding remarks. 
2. ALGORITHM BNP 
It is difficult to apply traditional iterative methods to the Kuhn-Tucker 
equations as written in (3): the diagonal blocks are not even square, let alone 
nonsingular. We therefore start by repartitioning these equations. Since we 
are assuming E has 
reorder the rows of 
full row rank, and that E 
I I 
G and c, and repartitionG 
has full column rank, we can 
Gl 
G= G, [ 1 
so that 
A,= : 
[ 1 1 
(5) 
is square and nonsingular. Defining A, = G, for convenience, we now have 
(6) 
Make these substitutions in (3) and reorder the column blocks to obtain the 
modified Kuhn-Tucker equations: 
A, 0 K 
A, Z 0 
0 A’, A; 
where 
Y 
IL I[ 
bl 
f-2 = cz , 
z3 0 1 (7) 
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and 
Kc0 0 
[ 1 0 I’ 
Note that the diagonal blocks are now square and nonsingular. 
We address elsewhere (see [ll]) the problem of selecting the augmenta- 
tion matrix G, to produce a convenient A,. For our purposes it is enough to 
know that when G has full column rank (as it does in elastic analysis and 
many other applications), it is relatively easy to modify the problem to 
produce an upper triangular A,. The task is somewhat more difficult when G 
lacks full column rank [2]; see [9] for a class of algorithms suitable for such 
problems. 
The derivation of BNP in [l] b e g ins with this repartitioned system. The 
authors first apply block elimination to reduce the system to block upper 
triangular form. The lowest of four blocks in the resulting system is the 
symmetric positive definite system 
(I+YTY)r,=h, where Y=A,A;‘K, K= (8) 
The right-hand-side vector is given by h = Yr(A,A;‘b, - c,). 
The unknown ri consists of the n - m, leading components of the 
residual c - Gy. In principle, one can solve this reduced system for t-r, then 
use back substitution on the transformed Kuhn-Tucker system to recover the 
remaining unknowns. In practice, this is not necessary: the analysis in [l] 
shows that a variant of conjugate gradients applied to the reduced system 
produces as by-products all that is needed to recover the full solution y. It is 
this order-reducing conjugate-gradient algorithm which we call BNP. 
We summarize the complete algorithm below. This particular outline 
obscures opportunities to avoid redundant calculations, but will prove useful 
for the analysis in Section 4. See the original paper [I] for a version suitable 
for implementation. 
ALGORITHM 1: BNP (problem LSE). 
1. Initialize: 
(a) y(O) arbitrary (normally y(O) = A 1 lb,). 
(b) rr’ = K=(b, - A,$“)= cl - G,y”’ (normally ry)= 0). 
(c) r&O) = ca - A, y(O) = ca - G, y(O). 
(d) v. = r\O’ + YrrIp’ [visthedefect(I+YrY)r,-h]. 
(e) so = v. (s is the direction vector). 
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2. For k = 0 1 , >...> until yzyk < tolerance: 
(a) yk = v~v~/s~(Z + YTY)sk. 
(b) ++l)= r(lk)- yksk. 
(c) y (k+l) = y(k)+ YkA;$sk. 
Cd) rik + ‘) = r!jk) - ykYsk. 
(e) v k+l = @+l) + yTr$k+l). 
(Op T k+l= vk+lvk+l / “kTvk* 
(g) sk+l = vk+l + Pk+lSk. 
It’s worth noting that the symmetric positive definite matrix Z + Y rY is 
likely to have a number of desirable properties. In particular, the scalar h = 1 
is often a multiple eigenvalue due to column-rank deficiencies in Y. This, of 
course, limits the maximum number of conjugate-gradient iterations required 
for convergence. 
3. p-CYCLIC SOR AND BLOCK AOR 
Given a nonsingular linear system Cz = f, let C = D - L - U define a 
splitting of the coefficient matrix into block diagonal, lower triangular, and 
upper triangular parts respectively. The well-known block SOR algorithm is 
then defined by an iteration involving a relaxation parameter w: 
(D-wL)z(k+l)=[(l-~)D+~U]~(k)+~f. (9) 
If we consider the modified Kuhn-Tucker system (7), two plausible 
choices of the block-diagonal matrix D produce three- and two-block SOR 
methods respectively: 
Ds=[*’ Z Ad and Dz=[ti 1 Al. (10) 
While little is known about the optimal iteration parameter w for 
arbitrary linear systems, the modified Kuhn-Tucker system enjoys some 
special properties which make a more complete analysis possible. When the 
coefficient matrix of the modified Kuhn-Tucker system is partitioned using 
either D, or D,, it is a so-called p-cyclic matrix, and the associated SOR 
algorithms are known as p-cyclic SOR methods. An elegant theory, due 
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largely to Young [21] and Varga [19, 201, relates the spectrum of the SOR 
iteration matrix to that of the corresponding Jacobi iteration matrix. Exploit- 
ing this p-cyclic theory and special properties of the Jacobi iteration matrices 
allows one to obtain a number of important results for p-cyclic SOR on the 
modified Kuhn-Tucker equations. In particular, Plemmons [15] has estab- 
lished that 2-cyclic SOR applied to LSE converges for sufficiently small 
values of o (there may or may not be values of o for which 3-cyclic SOR 
converges). Additionally, Markham, Neumann, and Plemmons [12] have 
shown that the asymptotic convergence of optimal 2-cyclic SOR is superior to 
3-cyclic SOR. Pierce, Hadjidimos, and Plemmons [14] and Eiermann, 
Niethammer, and Ruttan [5] establish results for more general problems, 
demonstrating the importance of the special properties of the modified 
Kuhn-Tucker system. 
Despite the elegant convergence theory for p-cyclic SOR, BNP is supe- 
rior in exact arithmetic. This was established by Freund [6] for unconstrained 
least-squares problems, and by Barlow, Nichols, and Plemmons [l] for 
equality-constrained problems. More precisely, if I_)‘), t-Lo) = c, - G,y”‘, and 
r1 
(0) = c1 _ Gry’a’ serve as initial iterates for both BNP and 2-cyclic SOR, 
then the iterates at subsequent steps satisfy the inequality 
lb - Gy(,$h Q Ilc - Gy$,k,+,“llz. (11) 
We note that the work required to complete an iteration of each of these 
algorithms is essentially the same. This means that, at least in theory, BNP 
should prove faster than optimal 2-cyclic SOR on problem LSE. 
Now define the two-parameter generalization of SOR known as acceler- 
ated overrelaxation or AOR (see, for example, Hadjidimos [7]): 
(D - p+(k+U = [(l-co)D+(o-p)L+wU]z(k)+~f. (12) 
Note that the special case w = p is block SOR. 
Again we consider the blockings given by (lo), referring to the corre- 
sponding algorithms as 3-AOR and 2-AOR respectively. The optimal choice 
of parameters for 2-AOR occurs somewhere on the line w = p (see 
Papadopoulou, Saridakis, and Papatheodorou [13]), so optimal 2-AOR coin- 
cides with optimal 2-cyclic SOR. Thus BNP is superior to 2-AOR in exact 
arithmetic. Optimal 3-AOR, however, does not necessarily occur when 
w = p. In fact, Papadopoulou et al. establish in [13] that under some very 
restrictive (and highly technical) conditions, the asymptotic convergence of 
3-AOR may be better than optimal 2-AOR (and therefore e-cyclic SOR). For 
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these reasons, we limit our attention in Section 4 to 3-AOR, and establish a 
result similar to Equation (11). 
We will need the explicit description of 3-AOR outlined below. Remem- 
ber that the matrices K and K are defined in Equations (7) and (8). 
ALGORITHM 2: 3-AOR (problem LSE). 
1. Initialize: 
(a) y(O) arbitrary. 
(b) r$” = cs - A,y”? 
(c) t-T’ = ci - Giy”‘. 
(d) A”’ arbitrary. 
(e) z3 (0) = A@’ 
[ 1 do’ . 
2. For k = 0, 1,. . , until convergence: 
(a) y(k+ f) = A,‘(b, - fi$+ A,‘(b, - ii+‘). 
(b) rik’ f) = c, -A,[(1-P)y’k’+/3y’k++‘]. 
(c) $+ t) = _ A,rAr 
(d) y(k+i) = (I _ o,,:!,(+ 
I _ p)r(zk) + /j$+i)]. 
(k+ t, 
WY 
(e) ++I) = (l- &-(i4) + Wr(lk+ t), 
(f) @+I) = (I- w)z$‘O + ,#+ t). 
Technically, we could initialize r-lo) and rp to arbitrary values. As 
defined above, however, the initial values are both mathematically plausible 
and consistent with the BNP iteration (unlike BNP, however, subsequent 
iterates do not satisfy ri”) = cl - G,yck’ or rp) = cs - A,yCk’). In any case, 
our experiments suggest the method is not particularly sensitive to the choice 
of initial iterates. 
4. BNP VERSUS AOR: ORDINARY LEAST-SQUARES 
Our goal is to establish that BNP applied to problem LSE is superior to 
3-AOR in exact arithmetic, by proving a result analogous to Equation (11). 
The proof follows the spirit of the arguments in Freund [6] and Barlow, 
Nichols, and Plemmons [l], and proceeds in three steps: 
1. Given an ordinary least-squares problem (no constraints) and an arbi- 
trary starting vector for algorithm BNP, the iterates minimize the 2-norm 
of the residual vector in a sequence of Krylov spaces. 
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2. Given an ordinary least-squares problem and the same starting vector 
used in algorithm BNP, the AOR iterates lie in the same Krylov spaces 
as the BNP iterates, regardless of the choice of AOR parameters. Thus, 
the residual vectors associated with the BNP iterates are no larger in 
norm than those generated by 3-AOR. 
3. Given a constrained least-squares problem, there is a related ordinary 
least-squares problem with the following property: when BNP is applied 
to both problems, the residual vectors at each iteration are equal. 
Similarly, 3-AOR applied to the constrained and unconstrained problems 
generates the same sequence of residual iterates. Hence, by step 2, the 
residual vectors associated with the BNP iterates are no larger in norm 
than those generated by 3-AOR. 
We complete steps 1 and 2 in this section. In the next section, we relate 
the constrained problem to an ordinary least-squares problem to complete 
step 3. To prevent confusion, we use a tilde (’ > over many of the quantities 
associated with the unconstrained problem of this section. 
Begin with the ordinary least-squares problem 
minimize IlAx - &lla, (I31 
where A has full column rank. View this problem as a “constrained’ 
least-squares problem with zero constraints. The choice of x as the unknown 
will prove convenient in the next section. 
By analogy with (51, partition the coefficient matrix 
(reordering the rows of A and f, as necessary) so that A1 is square and 
nonsingular. Partition the vector 
compatibly. The resulting modified Kuhn-Tucker equations are similar to 
those in (i’), except the identity matrix replaces the matrix K, and there is no 
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(14) 
Note that BNP and 3-AOR as outlined in Sections 2 and 3 are perfectly 
well defined for this system. To obtain a version of BNP for ordinary 
least-squares problems, simply replace z with the identity matrix, and 
substitute A,, A,, b,, b,, F,, f,, and x for A,, A,, b,, c2, rl, r2, and y 
respectively. The AOR algorithm is just as simple to modify, but the absence 
of zs changes its appearance somewhat. For convenience, we describe it 
explicitly. 
ALGORITHM 3: 3-AOR (ordinary least squares). 
1. Initialize: 
(a) r(O) arbitrary. 
(b) ~(20) = b, - $rCo? 
(c) PI’) = &r - A&‘). 
2. For k = 0 1 > ,..., until convergence: 
(a) r(k+ 4) = &1(&r - p’,k’). 
(b) $+ f) = b, -A,[(l-p)X(k)+pr(k+i)]. 
(c) ilk+i)=_~;T~~[(l_p)51k)+pj(2k+f)]. 
(d) X(k+U=(l_ W)X'k'+WX(k+i) 
(e) r'&k+"=(l- +f)+ wr'$k+t). 
(f) F(lk+') =(l- ,),=;k) + wr'lk+ t). 
In the discussion below, we use the following notation: if u is a vector, 
and S a set of vectors, then v + S represents the set {V + s : s E S}. Similarly, 
if B is a matrix, then BS is the set (Bs: s E S}. If S is convex, so are D + S 
and BS; if S is a vector subspace, BS is a subspace as well. 
Let the initial iterates for both BNP and 3-AOR be as in Algorithm 3. For 
convenience, define 
E = A&? (15) 
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Now define the following vectors in 9”: 
6, = 6, + ET&, 
u0 = 8, -(ii, + m&(0), 
do = &‘Go 
Additionally, let 
noting that 
too = 8, - (I + e)r’O’. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Finally, define a sequence of Krylov subspaces: 
W,=(O), 
W, = span{w,,&,, . . .,t’“-‘Wo}. 
(22) 
LEMMA 1 (Freund). Let x(O), FL” = hz - A,x(‘), and PI”‘= b, - A,x(‘) 
be initial iterates fw algorithm BNP applied to the ordinary least-squares 
problem (13). Then the kth iterate x (k) lies in the set x(O) -I- wk. Moreover, 
xck) minimizes the residual jlr’llz = [lb - &llz over all x in x(O) + wk. 
Proof. See [6]. 
THEOREM 1. L.et x(O), F$‘)= gz - A,r(‘), and Tc{‘) = &I - A 1 x(O) be initial 
iterates fm both BNP and 3-AOR applied to the ordinary least squares 
problem (13). Let x(g& and x$& represent the k th iterates generated by the 
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two algorithms respectively, and define $dP = h - AxLk& and F$& = 
& - L&X$& to be the associated residuals. Then the iterates satisfy the 
inequality 
in exact arithmetic, regardless of the AOR iteration parameters. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, it suffices to prove that the AOR iterate x$&al) lies 
in X(O) + Wk. Suppressing the “AOR” subscripts for simplicity, we accomplish 
this by establishing the following relationships: 
(a) rCk)E x(O)+ Wk_r, 
(b) z?, - 6ik - f) E ‘&(r(o)+ W&r) 
’ (c) b,-f~k’E~z(X’o’+Wk_l), 
(d) b, + i;r~$~- f) E 6, - Tr&(X’O’+ W,_,) 
’ (e) 6, + ET?ik)E Go - E%,(x’~‘+ Wk_r>, 
(f) &,-+=(lk-fke o - E%&(O) + W,_,), 
(g) &r - r-‘,k’ E &X(O) +span{ua)+ A2ETWk_r, 
(h) rCk + f) E r(O) + Wk. 
Our goal is to establish the first of these relationships; the others are 
means toward that end. We argue by induction. Listing the early iterates 
explicitly, we have: 
-( f) = fyv 
l-2 2 7 
r2 
-Cl) = pp, 
Use these values to confirm that each of the inductive hypotheses holds for 
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k = 1. Now assume all eight hypotheses hold for a fixed k, and consider 
k +l. 
Proof of (a): Since x(O) + W,_ 1 is contained in x(O) + W,, inductive 
assumption (a) tells us that XI@) is an element of X(O) + Wk. By assumption 
(h), r(k+ t) is also in this set. Thus, by convexity, xCk+‘) = (l- w)x@) + 
&k+ f, is in x(O) + Wk as required. 
Proof of (b): Equation 2(b) of Algorithm 3 tells us that 
By assumption (a), we know A,rck) is contained in A,(x(‘) + W&r), which 
in turn is a subset of A,(r(‘)+ W,). Moreover, i,rCk+ +) is in the latter set 
by inductive assumption (h). Thus, by convexity, b, - ?ik+ f) is in d,(xCo) f 
W,) as required. 
Proof of (c): From assumption (c) and the containment argument used 
above we have that &z - fik’ is in 6. (x 
that i, _ $+ f) . 
(‘) + W,). The proof of (b) tells us 
1s in the latter set “,s well. Rearrange Equation 2(e) of 
Algorithm 3 to see that A2 - r2 -(k+l) is a convex combination of hz - Pik) and 
hz - ?ik+ +), and so is in A&(‘) + Wk) as required. 
Proof of (d): From the definition of a, in Equation (16) and the 
definition of ?ik+ f) in Algorithm 3, we find that 
Assumptions (a) and (h) combined with convexity then give us the required 
result. 
Proof of (e) and (f): Similar to the proof of (c). 
Proof of (g): By assumption (g), there is a scalar (Y, and a vector zr in 
? TA ZWk, such that 
t, 1 - r-ik’ = f&x(O) +awo + zl. 
By the proof of(f), there is a z2 E yTASWk such that 
6 _$k+f)=v^ 
1 1 o - ETA,dO) + z2. 
Let .Z = Cl- w)z, + wzz, and note that .z E ETAaWk. Rearrange Equation 2(f) 
of Algorithm 3 to obtain 
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Remembering that w0 = G, - (6, + ?r~,>~‘~‘, use the expressions for &i - 
?lk) and &i - ?(lk+ f) to find that 
& -?(,k+l)=~lX(o)+CY(l-O)wo+WwO+z, 1 
which is in A,x (O) + span{v,} + ETA,Wk as required. 
Proof of (h): From Algorithm 3 we have x@+ ’ + f) = AT ‘(5, - ?(lk+ “). By 
the proof of(g), there exists a scalar y such that 
6’ - T(lkfl) E Aldo)+ yw, + m,w,. 
Recalling that w. = 6, loo, these two facts tell us that x@+ ’ + +) is in the set 
x(O)+ yw, + 6,‘?TA2Wk. But w. is an element of Wk+i, and AF1ETA2Wk = 
(?W,, which is a vector subspace of Wk + i. Hence x@+ ’ + f, is in r(O) + Wk + 1 
as required. 1 
5. BNP VERSUS AOR: CONSTRAINED LEAST SQUARES 
In the previous section, we proved that BNP applied to an ordinary 
least-squares problem converges ai least as fast as 3-AOR in exact arithmetic. 
To extend this result to constrained least-squares problems, we establish a 
connection between problem LSE and an ordinary least-squares problem. 
The argument below is an adaptation of Theorem 2.1 in Barlow, Nichols, and 
Plemmons [l], and is based on the classical nullspace method. 
Consider problem LSE as given in Equation (11, and the associated 
modified Kuhn-Tucker equations (7). Define the matrix 
N=A,‘K=A,’ ’ . 
[ 1 I 
Observe that 
E 
[ 1 I 0 Gl A;‘+&‘= o l . [ 1 
(23) 
(24) 
This means EA;’ = [I 01, so EN = 0. Moreover, N has n - m, linearly 
independent columns, so the columns of N form a basis for the nullspace 
of E. 
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By a similar argument, the vector 
y, = A;‘b 1 (25) 
is a particular solution of the constraint Ey = b. Note that any vector 
satisfying the constraint can be written as y = y, + Nx for some choice of x, 
and minimizing l/Gy - clla subject to the constraint amounts to minimizing 
IIG(yp + Nx)- 11 c 2 over all possible x. The latter minimization is an uncon- 
strained problem of order n - m,. Isolating the unknown x, we have the 
ordinary least-squares problem 
minimize IlAX - 6112 where A=GN, &=c-Gy,. (26) 
Referring to Equation (241, we find that 
where Y = A,A,‘K is as in the BNP system (8). Additionally, 
G,yp=G,A,‘b,=KT ,“, =cl, 
[ 1 
(27) 
(28) 
so Cl - G, yr = 0. All of these relationships give us an elegant form for the 
modified Kuhn-Tucker system associated with the ordinary least-squares 
problem (26): 
(29) 
In terms of the notation from the previous section, we have 
A, = I, 
&=Y, 
6, = 0, 
h2 = c2 - A,A;‘b,. 
(36) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
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Now let y(O) be an arbitrary initial iterate for both BNP and 3-AOR 
applied to problem LSE. There is a unique X(O) such that y(O) = y,, + Nx(‘); 
in fact, the correct value is given by 
x(O)= KT(Alyco)- b,). 
Use this value of x(O) as the initial iterate for BNP and 3-AOR applied to the 
ordinary least-squares problem (26). We now define the corresponding initial 
residual iterates, and relate the subsequent iterates for the constrained 
problem to those of the unconstrained problem. 
LEMMA 2. Let y(O), rp’= c, - A,y”‘, and r\“= ci - G,y”’ be initial 
iterates fw BNP applied to problem LSE. Define x(O) as in Equation (341, and 
let x(O), die) = bz - Ai,xco), and F(P)= b, - A,x(‘) be initial iterates fw BNP 
applied to the related ordinary least-squares problem defrned in Equations 
(26) through (33). Th en subsequent iterates satisfy yck’ = yp + Nxck’. 
Proof. Refer to Algorithm 1. Remembering that a tilde (’ ) represents a 
quantity associated with the ordinary least-squares problem, we prove by 
induction that yCk’ = yI, + NrCk’, rik) = F(zk), ri”’ = F’,k), vk = fi’k, and sk = $ 
for all k. 
First consider k = 0. We know y(O) = yr, + N,(O) by the definition of x(O). 
Since A, = 1 and b, = 0, we have F, = - r(O), which is - KT(A,yCo) - b,). 
But zTA, = G, and Krb, = cl, so Py’= c1 - G,y(“, which is ry’ as re- 
quired. Additionally, simple substitution tells us that F$‘) is c2 - A,(y, + 
Nx(‘)). This is ca - A,y”‘, which is r$‘) as required. Finally, note that the 
initial defects and initial direction vectors satisfy v. = co and so = So triv- 
ially. 
Now assume yCk’ = y,, + NrCk), rLk’ = P(zk), r’,“’ = ?ik’, vk = tik, and sk = zk 
are all true for a fixed k, and consider k + 1. When Algorithm 1 is applied to 
the ordinary least-squares problem, note that ? = Y. This, combined with the 
inductive assumptions, gives us yk = yk immediately, from which we get 
ck+i) = ?ik+l), r\” +I) = ~1~ + ‘1, and yk+ 1 = fi,, 1. It then follows that Pk+ 1 = 
ii+1 , from which we obtain sk + 1 = Sk + 1 as required. 
Finally, we know yCk+ ‘) = yCk’ + yk A[ ‘ii+. Recalling that 6, = I, we 
have A,‘K = A,‘N. Moreover, sk = 5, and yCk’ = y, + NxCk’ by hypothesis. 
So Y ck+‘) = yI? + N(xck) + ykAi;‘Zk), which is yI, + Neck+‘) as required. n 
LEMMA 3. Let y(O), r-Lo) = c, - A,y(‘), r-p) = cl - G,y(‘), and A(‘) be 
initial iterates for 3-AOR applied to problem LSE. Define x(O) as in Equation 
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(341, and let x(O), ?C) = &, - A,x(O), and ?I’) = b, - A,x(O) be initial iterates 
for 3-AOR (with the same choice of parameters) applied to the related 
ordinary least-squares problem defined by Equations (26) through (33). Then 
subsequent iterates satisfy yCk’ = y,, + NxCk’. 
Proof. Refer to Algorithms 2 and 3. We will establish by induction that 
Y (k) = yP + Nx tk), t-p) = ?p), and 7-l”) = ?ik). The case k = 0 is in the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
Now assume yCk) = y,, + NrCk), rik) = ffk), and ri”’ = ?‘,k’ are true for a 
fixed k, and consider k + 1. Since 6, = Z and & = 0, we know that rCk+ i) = 
- ?lk) for all k. By the inductive assumptions, this means that zrck+ 4) = - r-1”). 
Thus the defining equation yck+ f) = A, ‘(b, - &‘,k)) becomes yCk+ i) = 
y + NrCk+ i! We also know that yCk) = y, + NrCk) by inductive assumption. 
Tphus, the equation yCk+r) = (1 - u)yCk) + uyCkf f) can be written 
Y (k+l)= y,+N{(l-o)x(k)+WX(k+t)}, 
which is yr, + NxCk+ ‘) as required. 
We obtain r-p+ ‘) = PP + r) by a straightforward substitution. Observing 
that r-5”) = KT.zik’, a simple substitution produces rikfl) = iLk+‘) as well. n 
LEMMA 4. Let y(O), r$‘)= cs - A,y”‘, and r-F)= c, - G,y(” be initial c 
iterates for either BNP or 3-AOR applied to problem LSE (the choice of h(O) 
in 3-AOR is immaterial). Define x(O) as in Equation (341, and let x(O), 
pi’)= 6, - A,x(O), and f$)= b, - /X1x(O) be initial iterates fm the same 
algorithm applied to the related ordinary least-squares problem defined by 
Equations (26) through (33). Then the residuals c - GyCk) and L - AX(~) are 
equal. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, we know that yCk’ = y,, + NxCk’. This means 
that c - Gy (k) = (c - Gyp)- GNx (k) But GN = x and c - Gy,, = L by (261, .
so the result follows. n 
THEOREM 2. Let y(O), r-Lo’ = c2 - A,y”‘, and r-i’) = c1 - G,y(‘) be initial 
iterates for BNP applied to problem LSE. Let the same quantities with an 
arbitrary A”’ serve as initial iterates for 3-AOR. Let yhk&, and y$& represent 
the k th solution iterates generated by the two algorithms respectively, and 
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define r(g&, = c - Gy$,& and r& = c - Gy&, to be the associated residu- 
als. Then the iterates satisfy the inequality 
in exact arithmetic, regardless of the AOR iteration parameters. 
Proof. Apply BNP and 3-AOR to the related ordinary least-squares 
problem defined by Equations (26) through (33). By Lemma 4 we have 
p + 1) = & - p+Ru 
AOR 
The result then follows from Theorem 1. n 
While the theorem applies to calculations performed in exact arithmetic, 
it suggests that BNP should outperform 3-AOR on problem LSE. Our 
numerical experiments suggest that this is in fact the case. 
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we compare the performance of BNP, 2-cyclic SOR, and 
3-AOR on the three structural engineering problems shown in Figure 1. 
Problem WRENCH [Figure l(a)] is one of a suite of six test problems 
(b) DAM 
FIG. 1. Structural engineering test problems. 
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developed by M. Lawo [3]. It consists of 48 planar elements, and leads to an 
LSE problem with 112 constraints and 216 unknown -internal forces; the 
diagonal blocks in the element flexibility matrix F are 5 X5 for the square 
elements and 3 X 3 for the triangular elements. The applied force is indicated 
by the arrows in the figure. Problem DAM [Figure I(b)], modeled by the 
author using techniques described in Przemieniecki [16], is intended to 
approximate a cross-section of a dam subjected to the force of a body of water 
against its left wall. This version of DAM consists of 52 planar elements, and 
leads to a problem with 104 constraints and 244 unknowns. Problem SOLID 
[Figure l(c)], also modeled by the author using techniques in [16], approxi- 
mates a building subjected to the force of a steady wind approaching one of 
its vertical edges. This version consists of 60 solid tetrahedral elements, and 
produces a problem with 81 constraints and 360 unknowns. Each block in the 
block-diagonal matrix F is 6 X 6. See [lo] for experiments on larger versions 
of these problems, including structures with simulated damage. 
All experiments were run on a single processor of a two-processor Alliant 
FX/40 (see [9] and [lo] f or results using parallel versions of the algorithms 
on substructured problems). We use sparse data structures and double-preci- 
sion arithmetic in all calculations. To measure error, we obtained the “true” 
solution to each problem by solving the original Kuhn-Tucker equations 
using LINPACK [4]. We then adjusted the stop tolerances for each experiment 
so that the infinity norm of the error was roughly 1 X 10w4. The execution 
times (in seconds), obtained using the Alliant et i me intrinsic, include all 
operations except input/output. In all problems, however, only the iteration 
times were significant: preprocessing, including factoring E and forming A,, 
typically required only I-2% of the cpu time. 
The results for SOR and AOR are for the approximate optimal values of 
the iteration parameters (obtained experimentally). We report that AOR is 
highly sensitive to the choice of the parameters: very small deviations from 
the optimal values result in either divergence or a drastic reduction in the 
rate of convergence. In all three test problems, the region of convergence in 
the w-p plane appears to be a tiny, narrow crescent-shaped region. The 
choice of parameter in e-cyclic SOR is consistent with the theory (see [I] and 
1121): convergence occurs for all w below a sufficiently small critical value, 
with the optimal choice occurring very close to that critical value. It is clear 
from Table 1 that these test problems do not satisfy the conditions in 
Papadopoulou, Saridakis, and Papatheodorou [I3], since 2-SOR outperforms 
3-AOR by a wide margin. 
The results on all three test problems suggest the theoretical results are 
highly conservative: BNP outperforms both optimal 2-cyclic SOR and opti- 
mal 3-AOR by a wide margin. If anything, the experiments may understate 
the advantage of BNP, since production codes would normally need to 
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TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 
ml 
n 
Iterations: 
BNP 
2-SOR 
3-AOR 
Time (se& 
BNP 
2-SOR 
3-AOR 
WRENCH DAM SOLID 
112 104 81 
216 244 360 
33 51 41 
457 818 208 
2439 5991 609 
0.48 0.899 1.08 
5.79 12.4 4.81 
19.1 91.7 14.0 
determine the SOR and AOR parameters adaptively. While these tests are 
hardly exhaustive, we believe the conclusion is clear: both theory and 
practice indicate that the order-reducing conjugate-gradient algorithm pro- 
posed by Barlow, Nichols, and Plemmons offers a competitive approach to 
solving problems of this type. 
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